Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common endocrine malignancy.\[[@ref1]\] The incidence of papillary thyroid cancer is increasing tremendously in developed countries, mostly because of the determination of intrathyroidal papillary microcarcinomas that has led to suspects regarding overdiagnosis and overtreatment.\[[@ref2]-[@ref4]\] The incidence of thyroid carcinoma increased by three-fold between 1975 and 2009 in the US and was reported to be 15 times greater in 2011 than in 1993, which is mainly due to the initiation of a national cancer research program, in South Korea.\[[@ref5], [@ref6]\] Although the prevalence of clinically diagnosed PTC is 1%, the prevalence of occult papillary carcinoma reaches up to a rate of 35.6% in the general population at autopsies.\[[@ref7]\] However, despite the sudden increase in thyroid cancer, cancer mortality did not increase.\[[@ref5], [@ref6]\]

Papillary thyroid microcarcinomas (PTMCs) are tumors with a size of ≤1 cm and account for ≥50% of the recent thyroid cancer series.\[[@ref5], [@ref6], [@ref8]\] Thyroid cancer is commonly presented as a PTMC, with a size of \<2 mm in 60% of the patients aged \>45 years.\[[@ref9], [@ref10]\] The prognosis of PTMC is nearly excellent. In a study of 18,445 cases with PTMC with surgery who were identified from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Cancer Database between 1988 and 2007, the overall survival rates were reported to be 94.6% and 90.7%, whereas the disease-specific survival rates were 99.5% and 99.3% for 10 and 15 years, respectively. Only 0.5% of the patients may die of PTMC disease. The risk factors for overall survival were determined as age of \>45 years, male gender, African-American or minority race, nodal metastases, extrathyroidal invasion, and distant metastases. If the patient with PTMC has two or more risk factors, then a strong relationship with cancer-related mortality has to be encountered for these patients. Thus, the study demonstrated that these properties can be useful to isolate the patients for more aggressive therapy.\[[@ref11]\] However, the postoperative tumor recurrence rates are low at 6% and 8% at 20 and 40 years, respectively. Additionally, there is no distant metastasis risk in more than 99% of patients with PTMC.\[[@ref12]\]

These tumors are mostly non-palpable and are identified either through pathology specimens of the thyroid glands or from highly sensitive imaging procedures, such as neck ultrasonography, carotid artery Doppler, neck magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography (CT) scan, or positron emission tomography (PET) scan for other reasons.\[[@ref13]\]

Although the traditional treatment strategy for PTMC is immediate surgery at diagnosis, because of the rather low disease-specific mortality rate, low recurrence rate, and potential risk for postoperative complications, active surveillance has been proposed recently as an alternative option for PTMCs without invasion, metastasis, or cytological or molecular characteristics.\[[@ref1], [@ref14], [@ref15]\] Although there is an increase in the number of studies related to active surveillance, prospective studies have been mostly from academic referral centers in Japan demonstrating that low-risk PTMCs conducted to active surveillance had no mortality and low rates of progression.\[[@ref16], [@ref17]\]

According to the US California Cancer Database, most of the 19.583 patients with differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) with \<2 cm in size have been treated with immediate surgery, and only 0.8% of these patients were conducted to active surveillance between 2004 and 2012. Although the non-operative follow-up was limited, no disease-specific mortality was detected in patients with low-risk DTC with active surveillance.\[[@ref18]\]

The primary approach for PTMC is immediate surgery in our country. A survey, including 420 participants for assessing Turkey's management approach to fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) identified classical PTMCs with \<1 cm in size and restricted to a lobe, demonstrated that 99% of the participants suggested immediate surgery, whereas the remaining 0.5% and 0.5% suggested active surveillance and local ablation therapy, respectively. When the participants were questioned whether they would follow-up PTCs of \<1 cm in size without any treatment (surgery and/or radioactive iodine (RAI) ablation therapy), 91% of them expressed that they would not follow-up, whereas the remaining 9% expressed that they would follow-up the patients. Although active surveillance is not being performed in Turkey, it can be said that the studies and discussions regarding active surveillance management are being considered by some authors.\[[@ref19]\] The aim of the present study was to evaluate the literature data regarding the active surveillance of PTMC.

Size Criteria for FNAB in the Thyroid Nodule {#sec1-2}
============================================

Size criteria for FNAB may differ in the guidelines. The American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE), American College of Endocrinology, and Associazione Medici Endocrinologi guidelines suggest following nodule size of \<5 mm due to their low clinical risk. Nodule size of 5--10 mm should be biopsied if they have high-risk ultrasonographic features, such as subcapsular or paratracheal, lymph node metastasis or extrathyroidal spread, and positive personal or family history of thyroid cancer and dysphonia.\[[@ref20]\]

The 2009 American Thyroid Association (ATA) guideline suggested FNAB for high-risk history for thyroid cancer and nodule size of \>5 mm with one of the suspicious sonographic features, such as microcalcifications, hypoechoic, increased nodular vascularity, infiltrative margins, and taller than wide on transverse view.\[[@ref21]\]

However, in 2015, the same guideline suggested FNAB for nodule size ≥1 cm with high-risk (high suspicion) (solid hypoechoic nodule or solid hypoechoic component of a partially cystic nodule with at least one of the following features: irregular margins (infiltrative or microlobulated), microcalcifications, taller than wide shape, rim calcifications with small extrusive soft tissue component, or evidence of extrathyroidal extension) and medium-risk (intermediate suspicion) (hypoechoic solid nodule with smooth margins without microcalcifications, extrathyroidal extension, or taller than wide shape) sonographic features.\[[@ref14]\]

The British Thyroid Association guideline suggests FNAB routinely for nodule size \<1 cm with the presence of extrathyroidal extension or lymph node metastasis. If there is no extrathyroidal spread or high-risk clinical history, it is suggested that it should be decided by the responsible clinician whether to perform FNAB to avoid the overtreatment of clinically insignificant PTMCs.\[[@ref22]\]

The Turkish Endocrine Metabolism Association guideline suggests FNAB for nodule size ≥1 cm with high-risk ultrasonographic features.\[[@ref23]\]

Although active surveillance is not being performed commonly worldwide, all the guidelines report that low-risk PTMCs might be followed up.

PTMC Definition {#sec2-1}
---------------

PTMC is defined as PTC ≤1 cm in size. The biological behavior of these tumors differs due to the presence of their aggressive features. The prognosis of PTMCs with high-risk features, such as clinical node metastasis, distant metastasis, and significant extrathyroidal extension to the tracheal or recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) invasion, is poor, even if a sufficient immediate surgery is performed at diagnosis. However, PTMCs without these aggressive features are low-risk tumors because of their indolent and slow growth behaviors.\[[@ref24], [@ref25]\]

Treatment Modalities {#sec1-3}
====================

Surgery {#sec2-2}
-------

Surgery is the standard treatment in patients with clinical lymph node metastases (cN1). Lobectomy is an adequate treatment for patients with unifocal, intrathyroidal, and cN0 PTMC, but not for those with a history of head and neck radiation, familial thyroid cancer, and pathology of the contralateral lobe.\[[@ref14]\] The 2015 ATA guidelines suggested active surveillance as an alternative strategy for PTMC.

Jeon et al.\[[@ref12]\] from the Asan Medical Center found that delayed surgery for PTMC by \>18 months does not increase the recurrence risk compared with immediate surgery.\[[@ref26]\] Hay et al. reported that a 20-year recurrence rate is not reduced by neither extended surgery nor RAI ablation therapy compared with lobectomy. Kwon et al. also reported a cohort study comparing lobectomy and total thyroidectomy in patients with PTMC and determined that unilateral surgery (3.8%) does not have a higher risk of recurrence than bilateral surgery (1.6%) during a median follow-up time of 8.5 years.\[[@ref27]\] The recurrence in the lobectomy group was mostly seen in the contralateral lobe, but rarely seen in the lateral neck lymph node (0.58% in the lobectomy group and 1.45% in the total thyroidectomy group), and it usually occurred in patients whose neck nodes were not evaluated properly via ultrasound before surgery. The authors from the same center also showed that young age (\<40 years) and male gender were predictors of large volume central neck lymph node metastasis in clinical N0 PTMC.\[[@ref28]\] However, they showed that \<50 years or male patients having a tumor within the upper lobe or adjacent to the capsule and harboring microcalcifications carried a higher risk of lateral neck lymph node metastasis.\[[@ref29]\]

Active Surveillance of PTMC {#sec1-4}
===========================

History {#sec2-3}
-------

In 1993, Miyauchi proposed an observation without immediate surgery design, later to be called "active surveillance," at a physicians' meeting at Kuma Hospital in Kobe, Japan. He suggested that most PTMCs do not grow or grow very slowly, so that active observation is the only method to determine the behavior of the tumors. He also suggested that delayed surgery would not be too late and influence the prognoses of the disease.\[[@ref30]\]

In 1995, the Cancer Institute Hospital in Tokyo, Japan also initiated an active surveillance program for low-risk PTMCs.\[[@ref31]\] Studies in the US and South Korea demonstrated that the incidence of thyroid carcinomas had significantly increased, especially due to the increase in PTCs of small size. Despite this increase, they revealed that the mortality rate remains the same, indicating that many of the patients with harmless PTMCs underwent unnecessary surgery.\[[@ref5], [@ref6], [@ref8]\]

There have been promising data reported from these two centers in Japan where the active surveillance management approach has been started 25 years ago.

Indications and Contraindications {#sec2-4}
---------------------------------

Active surveillance is an alternative approach to the main treatment until the cancer shows signs of progression to prevent side effects of the treatment.\[[@ref32]\] It is a new management approach for both physicians and patients that can only be performed in the presence of indolent tumors. Since the patients are heavily influenced by the physicians' opinions while they try to decide between the options of immediate surgery and active surveillance, both of them should be educated about the approach.\[[@ref13]\]

Currently, active surveillance is an observational management therapy being performed in patients with prostate cancer, urethral cancer, and some non-Hodgkin lymphomas.\[[@ref32]\]

This therapy is applicable to patients with indolent PTC who meet the following criteria: tumor size of ≤1 cm, intrathyroidal, in adjacent to the thyroid capsule, absence of clinical lymph node metastases (N0), or recurrent nerve palsy.\[[@ref31], [@ref33]\]

The contraindications for the active surveillance of patients with PTMC reported by Miyauchi et al.\[[@ref34]\] are as follows: the presence of clinical high-risk features, such as clinical lymph node (N1) or distant (M1) metastasis, signs or symptoms of invasion to the RLN or trachea, high-grade malignancy suspected on cytology, and progression signs, such as enlargement in size (\>3 mm) or a novel appearance of lymph node metastasis. They also reported features unsuitable for observation, such as tumors invading the trachea or located in the course of the RLN, and stated that it is unclear whether these are associated with biological aggressiveness.

Tumors of multiple foci and a family history of DTC have not been included in the contraindications since 1993 when Miyauchi et al. started their active surveillance policy at Kuma Hospital.\[[@ref35]\]

Active surveillance is not an appropriate management strategy for all PTMCs. Immediate surgery should be performed in the presence of high-risk features and clinically apparent RLN paralysis in patients with PTMCs. Additionally, immediate surgery must be performed with the occurrence of lymph node metastasis and progression of tumor size during active surveillance.\[[@ref24]\]

It is not clear whether PTMCs that are close to the path of the RLN or located on the dorsal side of the thyroid are aggressive or progressive. If these PTMCs progress, RLN paralysis and tracheal invasion may worsen the patient's quality of life.\[[@ref24]\]

Tumors excluding these contraindications can be good candidates for active surveillance ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), but it is sometimes difficult to detect whether the tumor has a potential of invading the trachea or RLN.\[[@ref33]\]

###### 

A risk stratified approach to decision making in probable or proven papillary microcarcinoma

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Candidates for observation   Tumor/neck US characteristics                                                                                                                                                            Patient characteristics                                                                   Medical team characteristics
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  Ideal                        Solitary thyroid nodule\                                                                                                                                                                 Older patients (\>60 years)\                                                              Experienced multidisciplinary management team\
                               Well-defined margins\                                                                                                                                                                    Willing to accept an active\                                                              High-quality neck ultrasonography\
                               Surrounded by ≥2 mm normal thyroid parenchyma\                                                                                                                                           surveillance approach\                                                                    Prospective data collection\
                               Absence of extrathyroidal extension\                                                                                                                                                     Aware of that a surgical intervention may be necessary in the future\                     Tracking/reminder program to ensure proper follow-up
                               Previous US documenting stability\                                                                                                                                                       Willing to participate in follow-up plans\                                                
                               Absence of lymph node metastasis\                                                                                                                                                        Supportive significant others (including other members of their health care team) Life\   
                               Absence of distant metastasis                                                                                                                                                            -threatening comorbidities                                                                

  Appropriate                  Multifocal papillary microcarcinomas\                                                                                                                                                    Middle-aged patients (18--59 years)\                                                      Experienced endocrinologist or thyroid surgeon\
                               Subcapsular locations not adjacent to the RLN without evidence of extrathyroidal extension Ill-defined margins\                                                                          Strong family history of papillary thyroid cancer Child-bearing potential                 Neck ultrasonography routinely available
                               Background ultrasonographic findings that will make follow-up difficult (thyroiditis, non-specific lymphadenopathy, and multiple other benign-appearing thyroid nodules) FDG avid PTMC                                                                                             

  Inappropriate                Evidence of aggressive cytology on FNAB (rare)\                                                                                                                                          Young patients (\<18 years)\                                                              Reliable neck ultrasonography not available\
                               Subcapsular locations adjacent to the RLN\                                                                                                                                               Unlikely to be compliant with follow-up plans\                                            Little experience with thyroid cancer management
                               Evidence of extrathyroidal extension\                                                                                                                                                    Not willing to accept an observation approach                                             
                               Clinical evidence of invasion of the RLN or trachea (rare)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                               N1 disease at the initial evaluation or identified during follow-up\                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                               M1 disease (rare)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                               Documented increase in size of ≥3 mm in a confirmed papillary thyroid cancer tumor                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

US: ultrasound; RLN: recurrent laryngeal nerve; FDG: fluorodeoxyglucose; PTMC: papillary thyroid microcancer; FNAB: fine needle aspiration biopsy.

The study by Ito et al. demonstrated that the angle between the tumor surface and trachea in PTMCs is important for evaluating the potential risk of invasion to the trachea. They evaluated 1143 patients (10.011 females and 132 males, median age 56 years) with low-risk PTMCs retrospectively who underwent immediate surgery at Kuma Hospital between 2006 and 2014. They determined three risk classifications of tracheal invasion regarding the angle between the tumor and trachea using ultrasonography and CT scan: high-risk (obtuse angle), intermediate risk (nearly right angle or unclear angle), and low-risk (acute angle) ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). They observed no invasion to the trachea in PTMCs of \<7 mm. In tumors \>7 mm, the tracheal invasion rates were 61%, 17%, and 2% in high-, intermediate-, and low-risk groups, respectively. The rates were significantly higher in the high- and intermediate risk groups than in the low-risk group (p=0.0000, high-risk vs. intermediate risk and p=0.0001, intermediate risk vs. low-risk). Additionally, tracheal cartilage resection with or without tracheal mucosal resection has been only required in 12 (24%) high-risk patients. RLN invasion was also classified into two groups whether there is a normal rim in the direction of the nerve (low-risk) or not (high-risk) using ultrasonography and/or CT scan. They also observed no invasion to the RLN in PTMCs of \<7 mm. In \>7 mm PTMCs, RLN invasion was demonstrated in high- and low-risk patients with 32% and 7% rates, respectively. RLN invasion was significantly higher in the high-risk group (p=0.0243). RLN invasion requiring nerve dissection with reconstruction or partial resection was observed in only 9 (9%) high-risk patients.

![The three risk classifications of tracheal invasion regarding the angle between the tumor and trachea; high-risk (obtuse angle), intermediate risk (nearly right angle or unclear angle), low-risk (acute angle). The two classifications of RLN invasion whether there is a normal rim in the direction of the nerve (low-risk) or not (high-risk). (Adapted from reference 36).](MBSEH-52-233-g001){#F1}

They report that among PTMCs touching the trachea or located in the direction of the RLN, \<7 mm and low-risk \>7 mm tumors for the trachea or nerve invasion could be conducted to active surveillance. However, they suggested that high-risk PTMCs could be appropriate for immediate surgery after FNAB.\[[@ref36]\]

CT scan is better to use in addition to ultrasound, because it might be difficult to decide which patients should be conducted to active surveillance if the ultrasound image is not clear because of the calcification over the lesion.\[[@ref35]\]

There are many factors affecting the applicability of active surveillance, such as age, family history of thyroid cancer, previous head and neck radiation, patient compliance with follow-up, the experience of the clinician, and the quality of neck ultrasonography.\[[@ref33]\]

In studies of active surveillance from Japan, an increase in tumor size of ≥3 mm or the presence of locoregional or distant metastases detected by ultrasonography was accepted to be the signs of tumor progression. Ito et al.\[[@ref30]\] at Kuma Hospital in Japan reported their first observational study of 162 patients with PTMC (mean follow-up period 46.5 months, range 18--113 months). Of the patients, 56 had delayed surgery, 7 had a final size of at least 1 cm, 2 showed lateral neck metastasis, and the remaining 47 had surgery for another reasons. Of the 56 patients, 13 (23.3%) showed an increase in tumor size. The subsequently published study by Ito et al., including 340 patients managed with active surveillance, showed that 22 (6%) patients with PTMC have an increase in size (≥3 mm) at 5 years, and 54 (16%) patients have an increase at 10 years, and also 7 (1%) patients are found to have locoregional lymph node metastases. There were no distant metastases and deaths reported.\[[@ref15]\] This prospective study was then expanded and had 1235 patients with PTMC who were followed up for \>5 years.\[[@ref37]\] This expanded study showed similar rates with their initial one, such as an increase in tumor size (5%), locoregional lymph node metastases (2%), and no distant metastases.\[[@ref37]\] Patients showing signs of progression underwent surgery and had similar outcome compared with patients who had immediate surgery. In the series of patients who had surgery after active surveillance, 1 (1.1%) of 93 patients had recurrence in the remnant thyroid. They confirmed that in solitary T1N0M0 patients who underwent limited thyroidectomy, the recurrence rate of the remaining tissue was 1%.\[[@ref38]\] In their previous study, Ito et al. have indicated that total thyroidectomy is not always necessary for patients with PTMC who had surgery after observation, unless they became node-positive or had multiple foci, a positive family history, or other pathological lesions in the contralateral lobe.\[[@ref38]\] Additionally, patients managed with active surveillance had a lower rate of permanent hypoparathyroidism than those who underwent immediate surgery (0.8% vs. 1.6%, respectively; p=0.0001).\[[@ref17]\] No disease-specific deaths were reported in both of the groups. Age was the only determined prognostic factor for progression in this expanded study. The disease was much more progressive in young patients (\<45 years) than in older patients.\[[@ref37]\] Hence, active surveillance management might be more appropriate for older patients.

The study conducted by Sugitani et al.\[[@ref31]\] in 2010 at the Cancer Institute demonstrated that only 7% of 300 lesions of low-risk PTMC show enlargement, and also only 1% of 230 patients shows novel lymph node metastases during active surveillance during a mean follow-up of 5 years. In their study, 7% of the patients underwent surgery during the follow-up time, and no recurrence and/or disease-specific death was seen. In this study, it is also demonstrated that 6% of 415 lesions increased in size.

Studies from the two institutions demonstrated that, in low-risk PTMCs, the incidences of increase in tumor size and novel lymph node metastasis are low. Additionally, none of the active surveillance patients developed distant metastasis or died because of thyroid carcinoma.

Brito et al.\[[@ref33]\] proposed a clinical framework to determine risk categories for PTMCs based on tumor or neck ultrasonographic features and patient and medical team characteristics while considering active surveillance ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

*Ideal candidate:* The classic ideal patient would be an older patient with a probable or proven solitary PTMC with well-defined nodule margins, not adjacent to the thyroid capsule and confined to the thyroid parenchyma.

*Appropriate candidate:* These patients may be younger, have multifocal disease, disease that is adjacent to the thyroid capsule at non-critical locations, a potentially more aggressive molecular phenotype, or have other ultrasonographic findings that are likely to make follow-up more difficult (thyroiditis, non-specific lymphadenopathy, or other benign-appearing nodules).

*Inappropriate candidate:* These patients have tumors in critical subcapsular locations (adjacent to the RLN or trachea), have evidence of spread outside the thyroid by either direct extension or metastases, or have evidence of disease progression on serial examinations.\[[@ref33]\]

Clinical Outcomes After Delayed Surgery {#sec2-5}
---------------------------------------

The long-term clinical outcomes after delayed surgery remain unclear. There is a study by the Internal Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics departments of Asan Medical Center comparing the long-term clinical outcomes of patients with PTMC regarding the time interval between the first diagnosis and surgery.\[[@ref26]\] A total of 2863 patients (83% female, 66% underwent lobectomy), with a mean age of 50 years and initial tumor size of 0.63 cm, were assigned into three groups due to a delay period of ≤6 months, 6--12 months, and \>12 months. They found that there were no significant differences in the development of structural recurrent/persistent disease (p=0.34) and disease-free survival (p=0.25) between the groups during a median monitoring of 4.8 years. They suggested that the surgical treatment can be delayed in patients with PTMC under close follow-up.

Guidelines {#sec2-6}
----------

After the promising results of the studies from Japan regarding active surveillance, observation management for low-risk PTMC was first accepted in the Japanese Thyroid Tumor Management guidelines published by the Association of Endocrine Surgeons and the Japanese Society of Thyroid Surgery in 2010.\[[@ref39]\]

The recent ATA guidelines state that thyroid nodules \<1 cm only need to be diagnosed if there are signs of aggressive features, such as clear extrathyroidal extension, lymph node metastases, and distant metastases.\[[@ref14]\] This strategy may be similar to the active surveillance policy for low-risk PTMC, but in Japan, data obtained from studies of low-risk PTMC active surveillance suggest that it is better to demonstrate their cytological diagnosis and prognoses to the patients. In Japan, this strategy is also believed to have the advantage of regular follow-up of patients giving them the will to visit the active surveillance clinic.\[[@ref24]\] The ATA guideline suggests FNAB for ≥1 cm ultrasonographically confirmed nodules if there is a focal \[18F\] fluorodeoxyglucose PET (18FDG-PET) uptake because of its increased risk of thyroid cancer regardless of ultrasonographic features.\[[@ref14]\] Additionally, FNAB could be beneficial for thyroid incidentalomas \<1 cm in size detected by F-FDG PET with also suspicious ultrasonographic features of malignancy in rare cases in which the diagnosis of intrathyroid metastases affects the treatment of the other primary cancer.\[[@ref13]\]

The 2015 ATA guidelines suggest that an active surveillance management approach "can be considered" as an alternative to immediate surgery in patients with low-risk tumors, such as papillary microcarcinomas including none of the high-risk clinical, cytological, and molecular (if assessed) features.\[[@ref14]\] The Korean Thyroid Association also issued the same recommendation.\[[@ref40]\] However, the AACE and the British Thyroid Association have not discussed active surveillance in their guidelines yet.\[[@ref20], [@ref22]\]

Follow-up of Active Surveillance {#sec2-7}
--------------------------------

At Kuma Hospital in Japan where active surveillance management is commonly performed, \>5 mm suspicious nodules are routinely biopsied. Patients with PTMC confirmed by FNAB are presented by two equal options, immediate surgery and active surveillance, and left to decide about their management strategy. Although the patients have been proposed two equal treatment options, nowadays, the active surveillance management is recommended as an initial therapy due to the promising data collected from the past 25 years.\[[@ref24]\]

Unfortunately, there are limited prospective clinical data regarding the frequency of follow-up. According to the follow-up protocol of Kuma Hospital, ultrasonography is performed 6 months after the active surveillance started and repeated annually.\[[@ref35]\] If suspicious nodes are detected, FNAB and thyroglobulin measurement of the washout of the FNAB needles are performed to identify whether the novel nodes are metastatic or not. Disease progression criteria are still debatable, but Kuma Hospital uses the following criteria: increase in tumor size by ≥3 mm or appearance of a novel neck node metastasis. Kwon et al.\[[@ref41]\] added a new progression criterion of increase in tumor volume by ≥50%. The Memorial Sloan--Kettering Center in the US has a stricter protocol that suggests ultrasonography every 6 months during the first 2 years and later every 1 or 2 years if there is no sign of progression. Additionally, thyroid function tests are recommended every year, although serum thyroglobulin value has no role for the follow-up of active surveillance of PTMC.\[[@ref33]\]

There are a few studies regarding whether thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) suppression is useful for active surveillance of low-risk PTMCs. Sugitani et al. had negative results from their randomized control study regarding TSH suppression for recurrence or death, and they also demonstrated that TSH level of low-risk PTMCs during the active surveillance is not associated with the progression of PTMCs.\[[@ref16], [@ref42]\]

However, there are some studies suggesting that mild TSH suppression might be useful for preventing the progression of PTMC.\[[@ref43]\]

Ito et al.\[[@ref37]\] performed TSH suppression to 4% of their patients during active surveillance of especially young ones, and they detected that only 1 (2%) of 51 patients shows enlargement versus 57 (4.8%) of 1184 patients without TSH suppression. They indicated that TSH suppression may be useful to prevent progression especially for young patients, but they also declared that studies including large number of patients have to be done to come to a definite conclusion. The relationship between young age and PTMC progression was also demonstrated in another study by Kim et al.\[[@ref44]\] They analyzed 126 patients with PTMC under active surveillance with subsequent TSH measurement and ultrasonography. Increased serum TSH levels during active surveillance are related with PTMC progression in their study.

A limited number of studies have also been reported from other countries except from the ones from Japan. The first prospective study regarding active surveillance from the US was reported by Tuttle et al.\[[@ref45]\] in 2017. The authors followed up 291 patients with \<1.5 cm tumors (79.7% ≤1 cm and 20.3% \>1 cm) for a median active surveillance period of 25 months. The increase in tumor diameter of ≥3 mm was observed in 11 (3.8%) of 291 patients, with a cumulative incidence of 2.5% for 2 years and 12.1% for 5 years. No local or distant metastases were observed during the follow-up period. They showed that the serial measurement of the tumor's volume growth allowed for earlier identification of the increase in tumor growth and thereby inform the timing of surveillance imaging and therapeutic interventions.

A retrospective cohort study from South Korea by Kwon et al. included 192 patients diagnosed with PTMC with biopsy and followed up by active surveillance for \>1 year (median period of 30 months) between 2002 and 2015 at Asan Medical Center, Seoul, South Korea.

The patients did not undergo immediate thyroid surgery, either because they refused surgery despite the physician's recommendation, had other malignancies that were not cured, or were at high-risk for general anesthesia because of a cardiopulmonary disease, such as heart failure, asthma, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. They showed a tumor volume increase of \>50% in 27 (14%) of 191 patients. Only 4 (2.1%) of these patients had ≥3 mm increase in diameter, whereas the remaining 23 had no increase in diameter. Only 1 (0.5%) patient had lymph node metastasis 3 years after the initial diagnosis. They concluded that PTMCs might grow significantly after a short period of observation and also showed that the change in tumor volume was more valuable to detect tumor progression compared with the change in the maximal tumor diameter.\[[@ref41]\]

Oh et al. from South Korea evaluated the retrospective data of 370 patients. Their study design was similar to the study by Kwon et al. regarding the inclusion criteria, the presence of other uncontrolled systemic comorbidities, and pregnant patients. They demonstrated an increase of tumor volume in 86 (23.2%) patients and an increase of tumor diameter in 13 (3.5%) patients during a median follow-up period of 32 months. The risk of volume increase in \<45 years was two-fold higher than that in \>45 years (p=0.002). They concluded that there is a significant increase in the number of growing PTMCs during the active surveillance follow-up period, and tumor volume change is a more specific indicator for assessing tumor growth. Similar to the study by Ito et al.,\[[@ref46]\] they reported that active surveillance management should be applied more cautiously to young patients, although it is not contraindicated.

Similarly to these two studies, Kim et al. detected tumor progression in 28 (19.8%) of 126 patients in their retrospective study during 26 months of active surveillance follow-up period considering the same indications and follow-up criteria.\[[@ref44]\] Ito and Miyauchi have stated that "passive surveillance" would be a more appropriate term for the series by Kwon et al.\[[@ref24]\]

In South Korea, a multicenter prospective cohort study of active surveillance on PTMC including two secondary and three tertiary centers has started to accept patients since June 2016. The participating patients were included in the study due to their treatment options: active surveillance or immediate surgery groups. Statistically, the α error was set to 0.05, and power was set to 80% based on a two-sided effect. Therefore, 625 patients were enrolled in the study. Until now, 439 patients were enrolled in the study, and the study continues on accepting patients. The present study aimed to observe the natural course of PTMC, develop a protocol AS, and compare the long-term prognosis, quality of life, and medical costs between the AS and immediate surgery group.

Additionally, the present study aimed to assess the risk factors for PTMC progression after AS or immediate surgery based on the ultrasonographic findings, epidemiological factors, and pathological features. The factors affecting the patients' treatment options were also aimed to be evaluated in the present study.\[[@ref47]\]

There are still a few drawbacks and unanswered questions regarding the active surveillance management approach.\[[@ref13]\]

There are two studies reported by Nickel et al. from Australia regarding the clinicians' and patients' concerns about the treatment of PTMC and changes in its terminology based on the questionnaires and interviews. The authors claimed that the clinicians may not be ready to accept non-operative treatment, or changes in terminology, until stronger evidence is obtained via further extended studies to support these options and changes. They also claim that patients must be informed clearly about the overdiagnosis and guideline recommendations, and also interventions to reduce unnecessary diagnoses of PTMC are needed.\[[@ref48]\]

The main drawback is its hardly approval by the patients.\[[@ref13]\]

Nickel et al. suggested that changing the terminology by using "papillary lesion" or "abnormal cell" instead of small papillary cancer can reduce the patients' anxiety levels and encourage them to think about other treatment options. In their study, they also suggested that patients should be provided information about the risks and advantages of alternative treatments to reduce the overdiagnosis and overtreatment in PTMC.\[[@ref49]\]

In the other study by Nickel et al., the attitudes of patients with PTMC toward treatment options and factors affecting their decision making were evaluated. Although active surveillance was generally indicated for the patients, nearly all of them preferred the option of surgery. Most of the patients reported emotional and physical side effects regarding their diagnosis and treatment; however, patients generally indicated that active surveillance is not something they would have been interested in if it was offered to them.\[[@ref50]\]

A large molecular analysis of PTMC, rather than BRAF and TERT mutations, has to be done, and the question should be answered whether it can be used for offering active surveillance or not.\[[@ref13]\]

Dionigi from Italy claimed that the active surveillance treatment strategy may not be applicable to European and non-Asian patients, because Japanese studies regarding active surveillance have not provided race-based results, and also there has been no class 1 evidence supporting the active surveillance over definitive intervention yet.\[[@ref51]\]

Effects of Pregnancy on PTMC {#sec2-8}
----------------------------

In the study by Ito et al.,\[[@ref52]\] 50 of 1549 females aged ≤40 years with low-risk PTMCs under active surveillance had 51 deliveries between the time period of 1993--2013. They showed that 4 (8%) of 51 only have size enlargement by ≥3 mm between the time period of before the pregnancy and after the delivery. Two of 4 patients underwent surgery after delivery because of the enlargement of the tumor during pregnancy. None of the patients had nodal metastasis during pregnancy. Pregnancy is not an obstacle for the active surveillance of a low-risk PTMC. However, further studies with larger series of pregnant patients have to be performed to have definite conclusions suggesting that a pregnancy does not prevent patients with low-risk PTMC from undergoing active surveillance.

Other Therapy Options {#sec2-9}
---------------------

Other than active surveillance and surgery, there are other therapy options as follows: percutaneous ethanol injection therapy and radiofrequency ablation.\[[@ref53], [@ref54]\] These therapy options are beneficial only for local control. Small carcinoma lesions and node metastases cannot be treated with these options. Mostly PTMCs grow slowly, so it would be unnecessary to perform these therapies. Unfortunately, predicting the growth activity of PTMCs accurately is impossible.

Cost-effectiveness {#sec2-10}
------------------

Some of the endocrinologists and surgeons think that surgery should be the initial therapy because of its easiness and cost-effectiveness. Oda et al.\[[@ref55]\] compared the active surveillance group of 1179 patients with the immediate surgery group of 974 patients regarding oncological outcomes and unfavorable events. They showed that surgery is an easy initial therapy, but permanent hypoparathyroidism and permanent vocal cord paralysis are detected in 1.6% and 0.2% of the patients in the immediate surgery group, respectively, even if surgery has been performed by experienced endocrine surgeons. Additionally, the incidences of transient vocal cord paralysis and transient hypoparathyroidism in the immediate surgery group were definitely higher than those in the active surveillance group (4.1% vs. 0.6%, p\<0.0001 and 16.7% vs. 2.8%, p\<0.0001). They also showed that the incidence of unfavorable events, such as prescription of L-thyroxine, postoperative hematomas, and surgical scars, in the immediate surgery group is higher than that in the active surveillance group. In their study, the oncological outcomes of the two groups were similarly excellent. They concluded that active surveillance can be recommended as the best choice for patients with low-risk PTMC.

In their other study, Oda et al.\[[@ref56]\] demonstrated that the total cost of immediate surgery for 10 years is 4.1 times the total cost of active surveillance management for 10 years. The cost of immediate surgery included salvage surgery and also postoperative care.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

If the active surveillance management strategy is decided to be applied, the patients must be selected properly, and the following criteria should be taken into account: absence of clinical lymph node metastases, absence of extrathyroidal extension via ultrasound, and the nodule in adjacent to the RLN or trachea. The drawbacks of active surveillance are the patients' poor acceptance and compliance to frequent follow-ups. Additionally, large genomic analysis may improve in determining the progression capacity of the tumor requiring immediate surgery. The recent data support that active surveillance of low-risk PTMC should be the initial treatment modality, because only a small percentage of low-risk PTMCs show signs of progression, and delayed surgery has not caused a significant recurrence. Additionally, no data have been reported that active surveillance is an inappropriate initial therapy for patients with low-risk PTMC, yet. Although there have been promising studies performed regarding active surveillance, the world still needs class 1 evidence extended prospective studies originating from different geographic regions.

Active surveillance may be a good alternative to immediate surgery for appropriately selected patients with PTMC.
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